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Free Essay: Strategic Alliance In today's ever changing environments share may force a business to expand globally,
Thus the appeal of a strategic alliance.

Essay Topic: Business , Corporation Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! In the process,
alliance building and organizational partnering are no longer principally managed by a separate functional
group or team. Hill, et al. Licensing Arrangement is an agreement in which the licensing. The 5 year strategic
alliance does not restrict to code-sharing as it includes collaboration on scheduling, pricing and sales while
taking equity in each other company is out of the question, mostly because of the uneven powers between
organisations World News Australia,  IBM has prioritised effective management of its alliances and ensures
that it is not involved in opportunistic behaviour. Toyohiro Kono attributes the appeal of alliances to the group
orientation of Japanese firms, as opposed to independence that characterizes Western firms. At the beginning
of each year, the leadership team creates a set of imperatives for the business level. In Poland,
production-oriented strategic alliances predominate in the food processing industry, whereas in Romania there
are a greater number of consultancy relationships for managerial and organizational improvements, including
foreign consultancies. In order to maximise the success of strategic alliance, companies should follow an
organized process which includes strategy development and alliance termination. Although the formality of
strategic alliances can vary, they usually have a formation process which involves five steps. As well as the
disadvantages above, there are some common problems which contribute to the failure of strategic alliances
and can influence the success of a business. Once these areas are identified the analysis of potential partners
can occur. The overall concept of a strategic alliance is that it is a relationship between two companies which
allows them to create more value than they can on their own. Palm computer is one example of a company
entering a strategic alliance to achieve technological advancements. In addition, partners could lead the
company in directions that serve the partner company better than they do the company itself. Government
intervention continues on a major scale in some countries. In , Cisco Systems, a large manufacturer of internet
routers, entered into an alliance with Fujitsu, which specialises in electronics and telecommunications. See
also:. Another advantage of a strategic alliance is the opportunity to gain skills and assets that neither company
could easily develop on its own. Visibility is the outcome or synergy each partner gains from the alliance
collective effort being greater than those from individual efforts. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
strategic alliances. Before a business enters a strategic alliance it should consider some factors which may
influence its success. Strategic alliances can occur through the form of formal joint ventures or short term
contractual agreements where companies agree to cooperate on particular tasks such as developing a new
product. As a result of the advantages discussed above, strategic alliances can provide a powerful competitive
advantage in new markets with assistance to expenses, speed, knowledge, and technology access. This has
become a common occurrence in rapidly developing economies. When considering the partner the company
should ensure that the potential partner is a company that will not seek to opportunistically exploit the alliance
for its own benefit. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Additionally, banks will use multiplebank
alliances to provide automatic teller machine ATM access to their clients in many locations, operate credit
card alliances through Visa and MasterCard to offer such services globally to their clients, working closely
with actual or potential competitors. International Journal of Technology Management, 43 , pp. NZ, Some of
the more obvious disadvantages of starting a strategic alliance are sharing profits with a partner, potential for
disputes, cultural difficulties particularly relevant for a business working with a foreign partner , and the high
level of commitment which is required to maintain the alliance. Bismarck was the father of the German nation,
he created it and he also masterminded a plan to keep Germany safe from the enemy nations around her One
of the most significant disadvantages associated with strategic alliances is the costs involved. First, the
formation of alliances. Economy of scale may be another reason for a company to enter a strategic alliance.


